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secrecy is on the face of It a curious 	Plot to overthrow the Arbenz regime 

in Gtuitaznala never interrupted his THE CIA'S SECRET OPERA- 
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rity Council may, from time to time, 

but it almost seems easier to spy on • 
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That unlikely bit of dialogue ap- 
pears in response to one of the moral 	As methods of collecting intent-  
qualms Phillips voices from time to 	genre became more roPhisticated,  
time in support of his message that 	American intelligence began to suffer 

whatever wrong he did was in the 	from a "glut" of Information, Rasitzke 
says. "This increasing large-scale Bev- 
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emerges is a portrait of a man who 

gic Importance became feature et 
ustj can't say no to a good caper, coverage," he 
Like the man says, It's a peculiar serv- Washington's global 

writes. It added "little to the effective- 
ice. ness of foreign policy' discussions." 

Harry Rosltzke has seen his share 
of peculiar service, having spent much 	One symptom of the glut is what  

Rositzke tills "copitis," which he 
of his career grappling with the KGB. 	 ti 	do 
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for instance that during the Stalin era 

parachuted agents into Rus- the CIA. 	
quiets being in contact with the plot- 

sia in a desperate, and frequently fa- ters. It is little wonder the CIA hie 

tal, attempt to gather intelligence on 	been blamed for every CM* glace 

troop movements that would signal World War U. 
what everybody then thought was the Rositzke has a number of other in-

terming points to matte, but the facts impending Soviet invasion of Western 
Europe. Under Khrushchev, 	 he uses to elucidate ?hens are serne- 

times to heavily censored the Mete he gence collection came easier as tour- 
93163 to elucidate theta are mitnetimee tats and diplomats were allowed to 

travel about the country and as the 	so heavily censored (et both his Sewn 

development of the U-2 wrought and the CIA's initiative, he sags) it to 

probably the biggest single change in tab them of authenticity. Some of the  
deletions seem meaningless. such as spy techniques. The catalogue of in- 
refilling to divulge the name of a CIA formation the CIA began compiling— 

serial numbers on boxcars, the color 	agent in Moscow, despite the fact that  
of smoke rising from factory rhino- the Soviets announced his arrest And 

neys—makes one pity the poor Russian 	execution more than 13 years age. 

spies buried under the mountains of 	But then the RtIlSiLM have elWaYs 
intelligence data readily available in 	known more about the CIA than.  we. 
this country. Rositzke doesn't say so. 	the ones who pay the bills, do. 

proposition, it is also an' increasingly 
common phenomenon as former CIA 

officers write books which they first 

submit to the CIA for security review 
in honor of the oath they signed 

pledging them not to reveal secrets of 

their trade. 
That is not to say that. there has 

been any editorial censorship of these 
two books. Indeed, Harry Rositrile 
finds a lot wrong in the uses to which 
the CIA. has been put over the years. 
David Phillips. whose "Night Watch: 
23 Years of Peculiar Service" reads at 
times like a recruitment brochure e.a 
one-way ticket to adventure," no least, 
undoubtedly had more trouble with 
the CIA censors since he recounts in 
detail his role in a number of covert 
operations. 

The CIA apparently let him get 
away with it because he is writing 
about such oft-told tales as the Bay of 
Pigs and the Nixon administration's 
campaign against Chile's Salvador Al-
lende. No new ground is broken here. 
The reader will let hart get away with 
it because Phillips can spin a good 
yarn_ There are some genuinely enter-
taining sequences, such as Phillips' 
first undercover meeting with a fe-
male agent Phillips had more than in-
telligence in mind when he "knocked 
on the door with what T hoped was a 
properly conspiratorial rap." But the 
Matz Hari of his dreams wears glasses 
"which might have been fashioned 
from the bottoms of Cora-Cola bot-
tles" and metal-tipped shoes "much 
like the footwear used by Chilean cop-
per miners." It is only at their final 
meeting that she reveals herself as an 
attractive woman who uses a disguise 
to discourage young agents from ex. 
.actly what Phillips bad in mind. 


